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Missions and Data – What we have …

Main archives are ….

PSA
Credit: National Geographic and 5Wgraphics

A number of national

space science institutes and agencies across the globe
may provide access to archived mission data for a period of time.
Use to compile higher-level

data products and maps to form
a basis for continued research, new scientific and engineering studies.

Mapping – Reusability?
Thematic maps represent the most complex derived data!
interpretation and integration into new research work
are essential approaches for creating new information.
Their

Accessibility of such products is rather limited!
How derived data products can be archived
comparably to the mission data, i.e. long term and central?

Geology of Hebes Chasma, Mars (Hauber et al, 2018, JGR Planets)

Geomorphologic Map of the Hale and Bond
Crater Region, Mars (Albertz et al., 2008)

Geological map of Mercury (Galluzzi et al., LPSC 2016)

Motivation – Status Quo
Therefore, in the planetary

sciences first efforts

•

the USGS for standardized geological maps,

•

the Astropedia Annex within PDS for registering
and hosting derived geospatial products,

•

the PSA is simplifying the archiving needs
to help promote the access to scientific products.

Beside this main repositories first

are being made. E.g.

initiatives came handling data (infra)structure and accessibility:

PlanMap (Horizon2020), VESPA (Europlanet). MAPSIT (NASA),

BUT ….

Motivation – Approach
Reuse

In order to achieve a re-usability, and sustainability

a consistent and extensive data

basis accessible through an
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Furthermore,

a formal coordination of organizational processes are required!
In the Earth

sciences infrastructures growing organically and within individual state
mapping campaigns, national approaches, and national infrastructures.

These (might)

differ from developments in the planetary sciences,
but present a great potential

to avoid similar problems and handle challenges right from the beginning.
Credits: http://guides.library.ucsc.edu/datamanagement

Motivation – INSPIRE
Data Infrastructure for European administrative data.
• built on existing and established standards like OGC and ISO for metadata and services
•
contains and serve data models and requirements
•
divided in different themes, like
•

aimed (since 2007) for a Spatial

Deriving Scientific Info – Status Quo

Current situation derive scientific information out of data in Planetary Sciences.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS – pLIB

Centrally survey-coordinated, and a external-coordinated option.

“Result” and Conclusion – Next?
INSPIRE looks like an ideal infrastructure to adopt and use existing elements
like the predefined data models (e.g. for geology), and the levels of coordinative nodes.
Reuse

However before we can start working on that,

questions within ongoing discussions have to be answered:
…. Funding?
…. Responsibility?
…. User groups?
…. Data models?
…. Sustainability?
…. Re-use?
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“Result” and Conclusion – Next?
INSPIRE looks like an ideal infrastructure to adopt and use existing elements
like the predefined data models (e.g. for geology), and the levels of coordinative nodes.
However before we can start working on that,
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questions within ongoing discussions have to be answered:
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…. Funding?
Collection
Re-Collection
…. Responsibility?
Analysis
Publication
…. User groups?
Archive
…. Data models?
…. Sustainability?
…. Re-use?
... discussions and collaborations with Earth Science, SDI experts already started
- thank you very much for your presentation, François - and further are very welcome!
… currently we are working on how Earth-based developments are adoptable for a
Planetary Geological Data Model! (update from van Gasselt & Nass, 2011)

Thank you for your attention
- and your interest in establish a maps and
information library for the Planetary Sciences
•

Why?
How?
who/what/
when/where?

Facts!
https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/dikw-pyramid/
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